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PROJECT OF THE YEAR AWARD 2020
Hillsboro Airport Runway
13R/31L Rehabilitation
Port of Portland

General Description
of the Project
Hillsboro Airport (HIO), operated by the Port of Portland (Port), is the
second busiest airport in Oregon—just behind the Portland International
Airport (PDX). More than 25 businesses operate out of HIO, including
local economic powerhouses like Nike and Intel who use the airport
for their corporate air shuttle services. The original portion of the main
runway (Runway 13R/31L) was constructed in 1944, with additional
extensions to the north made in 1975 and 2002. While pavement
maintenance efforts—largely mill and overlay—had been undertaken
since construction, the runway had never been fully reconstructed.

FACTS & FIGURES
• Runway Length: 6,600 feet
• Construction Cost:
» Bid: $13,832,698
» Phase 3 Add-On: $911,846
• Construction Duration: 118 Calendar Days
• Tons of Asphalt: Over 60,000 Tons
• Runway opened on time (no additional
impacts to operations and tenants)

In June 2019, the Port commenced construction of the HIO Runway
13R/31L Rehabilitation Phase 1 and 2 project with Kodiak Pacific
Construction (Kodiak) as the prime contractor. The scope of the project
included the reconstruction of a 100-foot keel section of the runway for
roughly two-thirds of the length (north and mid-section) of the runway.
The project also included shoulder reconstruction and widening;
electrical, lighting, and signage improvements; grading and drainage
improvements; the replacement of the runway subdrain system; and
pavement markings. Electrical, lighting, signage, and pavement marking
work spanned the full length of the runway.
Significant stakeholder coordination had to occur with Airport tenants
and Air Traffic Control to identify a viable construction plan. The Port’s
consultant team, Century West Engineering Corporation (Century
West), coordinated with HIO operations staff to develop a solution
for phasing construction work in a manner that would minimize the
Runway 13R/31L shutdown schedule and overall impacts to airport
operations.
As discussed later, the southern third (Phase 3) of the runway was
originally programmed as a mill and inlay to be completed in 2020. As
a result of construction efficiencies and the ability to quickly complete
design documents, the Phase 3 work was added into the Phase 1 and
2 project.
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Construction Schedule, Management,
and Control Techniques
The Port began planning for the Runway 13R/31L Rehabilitation project in 2014 with the commencement of survey,
geotechnical, environmental, cost estimating, and alternatives analyses. It was understood upfront that tenants would be
impacted significantly by construction, so regular tenant meetings were held with Port staff to continuously provide updates
on timing and durational impacts of the project. During the preliminary design phase, it was found that cost and operational
impacts of a full runway reconstruction were too significant for the Port and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to proceed
with the entire project at one time. Through a collaborative process, an agreement was reached to construct the project
in three phases over three separate construction years. Through a collaboration with FAA, the two phases of full-depth
reconstruction were consolidated into one year (the 2019 project, called Phase 1 and 2), with an additional project planned for
2020 (Phase 3) to complete the remaining overlay portion of the runway work. After over two years of planning-level analysis
to ensure project cost, schedule, and operational and tenant impacts were acceptable, the final design of Phases 1 and 2
began, and the project was bid in May 2018.
Runway 13R/31L intersects with a crosswind Runway 2-20, which has the capability of keeping the airport operational for
smaller aircraft and emergency services. In addition to making alternative arrangements for large aircraft, the Port and the
design team crafted a detailed construction phasing plan/schedule that retained the ability for smaller aircraft and emergency
services to continue to use the crosswind Runway 2-20. Improvements were phased, so the contractor only worked on the
intersection of Runway 13R/31L and the crosswind runway for approximately two, five-day periods.
As described in the next section, the combined efforts of the Port, Kodiak, and Century West allowed the Port to
advance the Phase 3 runway overlay work planned for 2020 as part of the Phase 1 and 2 closure in 2019, creating
both operational and cost efficiencies.

Completion Date and Time Extensions
Runway 13R/31L is the main runway at HIO and serves a number of key regional
stakeholders and tenants. Many of the HIO tenants had to relocate to PDX due to
a full closure of Runway 13R/31L while performing Phase 1 and 2 reconstruction
work. As such, the project schedule was extremely tight to minimize impacts to
HIO users. The southern portion of the project (Phase 3) would have required
a closure of the runway for the second time in the space of a year to complete
asphalt pavement overlay and mill and inlay rehabilitation work. Performing
this work as part of the Runway 13R/31L Phase 1 and 2 project expedited its
completion, created efficiencies, and eliminated impacts to tenants in 2020.

PROJECT DELIVERY
• Substantial Completion:
September 29, 2020
• Delivered three project phases on a
schedule originally set for two phases

A couple of elements were key to adding the Phase 3 work into the project. The contractor had to fit this additional work into
an already tight schedule with little or no impact to the construction timeline. In addition, the consultant team had be able to
deliver construction plans within a three-week window—a process that can typically take up to six months. The project team
was committed to opening the runway on time to minimize impacts to businesses and airport tenants, and so worked through
these challenges to deliver all three phases within the original schedule.
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Safety Performance
Kodiak has always taken the safety of their employees and the
respective subcontractors as a priority. Kodiak schedules frequent
visits from safety consultants for a variety of issues. Their supervisors
have had extensive training in implementing safety measures. Kodiak
did identify concerns at an early pre-construction meeting to plan
a better flow of construction traffic through the staging site. This
created efficiencies, as well as safer environment for construction
activities and workers. Through pre-planning of this project, Kodiak
created a risk register for the construction stage. This encompassed
the potential safety issues to focus on while performing work to
minimize workforce hazards, thus orchestrating prevention through
design. Kodiak has a rich and extensive safety policy with layers of
training requirements and processes to ensure safety on and off the
worksite.

The project was completed with ZERO lost time injuries.

Community Need
HIO is an important regional facility that serves the nearby community and provides
support to the greater Portland Metropolitan area. The airport is home to multiple
flight schools for helicopters and standard aircraft; corporate flight departments
and air shuttle services; air charter companies; and air ambulance services. It also
functions as a reliever airport for non-commercial general aviation aircraft. In the
event that PDX becomes unusable due to a natural disaster, such as the potential
Cascadia Subduction Earthquake, HIO could act as the backup for emergency
systems to fly in and out of the area.

SAFETY FIRST
The completed HIO Runway 13R/31L
Rehabilitation project provides a measurable
benefit to the community by providing a safe
runway surface for aircraft using the airport.

In 2014, the Port conducted a geotechnical analysis of Runway 13R/31L that identified extensive longitudinal surface
cracking, due primarily to the age of the pavement. In some places, the asphalt was beginning to show signs of alligator
cracking, resulting in potentially hazardous foreign object debris conditions on the runway. While the Port had completed
several mill and overlay projects in the preceding years to mitigate these conditions, it was determined that the pavement was
past its usable life, and reconstruction was required to maintain safe operations and provide a long wearing surface.
Using a mix of FAA and Port funding, design of the project kicked off in 2016. Following extensive coordination with Port
staff and affected tenants, it was determined that closing the main runway during construction was the most efficient way to
reduce disruption to airport operations, as described in more detail in the Community Relations section below.
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Sustainable Practices
Sustainable elements of the runway rehabilitation project
included:
• Replacing runway lighting and signage with new, more
energy-efficient light-emitting diode (LED) lighting.
• All of the asphalt that was removed from the project
was recycled.
• Much of the equipment used during construction was
Tier 4 compliant for clean air sustainability.

Environmental Considerations
As shown in the map below, HIO Runway 13R/31L (shown in yellow) is surrounded by a significant amount of wetland area.
Maximum allowable airfield grades and tolerances were used in the design of the infield areas to ensure that the design
team was able to avoid substantial impacts to wetlands. For those impacts that could not be avoided, the Port worked with
local jurisdictions to mitigate. Measures were provided in the specifications for any historical artifacts were any encountered;
however, none were found.

Wetlands - Department of State Lands (DSL)
Wetlands - U.S. Army Corps & DSL
HIO Runway 13R/31L
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Community Relations
The HIO runway project impacted many high-profile tenants, including Nike, Intel, and Columbia Sportswear, whose
operations are essential to the local economy. As such, the Port worked with them to provide accommodations to avoid
interruption to operations, which included relocation to PDX. This solution was well received overall and resulted in little
disruption to business operations.
These solutions were introduced in part at Hillsboro Airport Community Advisors committee meetings. This committee was
established by the Port in 2018 with the goal of discussing specific outreach strategies for keeping the community informed
about activities that impact HIO.

Unusual Accomplishments Under
Adverse Conditions
HIO is well known for having clay soil layers that present challenges during
construction. Typically, subgrade preparation for this soil type would require
significant areas of additional over-excavation to remove unsuitable soils. This also
includes time after excavation for the soil to dry out. Historically, some previous
projects had mixed cement in with the soil to stabilize it. This project, however, was
operating on such a short construction window that alternative methods had to be
considered.
The Port’s consultant team of Century West and GRI, who provided geotechnical
engineering expertise, determined that the best solution was to prepare subgrade
stabilization by installing a 12-inch mechanical stabilization layer over undisturbed
subgrade. The contractor sequenced the installation to ensure the least subgrade
disturbance possible to create a surface to place mechanical stabilization by using
existing pavement areas for haul routes and low ground pressure excavators along
with GPS elevation control. This stabilization approach made it possible to have no
over-excavation for unsuitable soils or additional time for a cement-treated solution
to cure and provided the needed platform to construct the pavement section.
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